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INTRODUCTION

During the presidential elections of 2008 and 2012, Barack Obama helped the Democratic Party. He generated enthusiasm with the Democratic base, harvested support from independent voters, and attracted new voters such as young people and African Americans. The energy from Obama’s campaign helped the Democratic Party record a net gain of twenty-three House seats and eight Senate seats in 2008 and an additional eight House seats and one Senate seat in 2012. Democratic gains were also made in state races for legislature, governor, and other offices. Thus, the Democratic Party clearly benefited from Obama’s
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campaigns during his presidential election and re-election bids.

President Obama experienced two midterm elections, in 2010 and 2014, and those two elections saw the Republican Party make huge electoral gains at the expense of the Democratic Party. Adding the results from the two midterms together, the Democratic Party lost a total of seventy-six House seats and fifteen Senate seats. Those political massacres were devastating to Obama’s legislative agenda (as the Democrats lost their majority in the House in 2010 and their Senate majority in 2014). The massacres also weakened the Democratic Party at the local, state, and national levels of government.

It is tempting to think that midterm elections will not be influenced by public perceptions of the President since the President’s name is not on the ballot. In reality, some midterm elections seem to be a virtual referendum on the performance of the current President, especially in the recent period of polarized American politics.

The sobering truth is that a President’s party rarely gains House seats at a midterm election. It has happened only three times in the last century (1934, 1998, and 2002). The average House losses by the President’s party are substantial: roughly thirty seats at the first midterm election and forty seats at the second midterm contest. In the Senate, the average midterm loss for the President’s party is about three seats, which is substantial given that only thirty-three Senate seats are up for grabs at each national election. These averages conceal huge variability, which suggests that large losses are not inevitable and that specific circumstances matter. In many midterm elections, the President’s party manages to minimize its losses of House seats to single digits. For
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example, the Democratic Party fared well in 1998 (during Clinton’s second term) while the Republican Party won seats in 2002 (during George W. Bush’s first term).11

Both parties experience midterm electoral setbacks in Congress, but the average losses are larger for the Democratic Party than the Republican Party. Since World War II, the average midterm loss in the House for the Republican Party when the GOP occupies the White House is twenty-one seats; while it is twenty-nine seats for the Democrats.12 In the Senate, the average midterm loss is 3.2 seats for Republicans and 5.0 seats for Democrats.13

While the Democrats often experience large midterm setbacks, the magnitude of Obama’s midterm losses is so large that it begs for explanation. This Article analyzes how Obama’s policies influenced the electoral fate of his party brethren in Congress and explores whether Obama could have taken steps to curtail the Democratic Party’s midterm losses without compromising his agenda.

Specifically, this Article evaluates President Obama as a party leader. As a successful party leader, a President helps grow his political party in Congress during good times and helps attenuate losses in bad times. He does so through both political activity and policymaking.

“Political activity” is defined here to include a variety of activities: fundraising for the party and particular candidates, delivering speeches that energize the base (nationally or locally), and making personal appearances on behalf of candidates or groups in states and districts throughout the country. Presidential policymaking is often seen as advancing national interests, but it can also help boost the electoral fortunes of the President’s party.

“Policymaking,” defined as executive actions and legislative proposals, influences partisan outcomes at the polls through a variety of mechanisms. Since the President is the leader of his party, his job-approval rating and general popularity tend to elevate the attractiveness of all candidates on the ballot affiliated with his party. A President’s policymaking may boost his popularity if his initiatives are broadly popular. Thus, we have seen some presidents give priority to popular initiatives.14 Even if the President’s initiatives are controversial, divisive, or even unpopular, effective policymaking on such issues helps fashion an image that the President is an engaged and influential politician. Voters (especially independent voters) respect effective presidents, even if they do not agree with all of their policies. On the other hand, ineffective presidents are likely to become unpopular. If the President’s policy priorities are blocked in the Congress (due to their unpopularity, partisan gridlock, or opposition from...
powerful interests), the President’s job-approval rating will suffer, and indeed there may be collateral damage to the standing of his party.

Overrated is the notion that well-timed presidential policies can help the President’s party at a midterm election by creating favorable outcomes for voters. It is not easy for the President and his policy team to schedule favorable policy outcomes—particularly economic ones—with the precision necessary to influence the outcome of a midterm election. It is particularly difficult to target favorable policy outcomes in the one-third of states with a Senate race or to the ninety or so competitive congressional districts that could plausibly flip one way or another. Thus, we assume it is rarely feasible for the President to enact and implement policies with such temporal precision that electoral outcomes will be reliably impacted.

I. HOW THE PRESIDENT’S POLICIES BECOME ELECTORALLY SENSITIVE

The opposing party in Congress recognizes that a policy victory for the President is also a plus for the President’s political party, and a loss for the President is a plus for the opposing party. As a result, presidential policy priorities create a dynamic of “strategic opposition,” where opposition to a policy initiative intensifies when the President designates the initiative a White House priority. In fact, the opposing party in Congress may oppose a presidential initiative not because they oppose the policy on the merits but because the President proposed it and may gain politically from its passage.15

When a President asks members of his party in Congress to vote for controversial or unpopular initiatives, he cross-pressures his partisan allies in ways that create electoral risks for the party. Cross-pressed members may have some cover if the White House succeeds in attracting bipartisan support for a controversial proposal. But, the leaders of the opposing party in Congress will call for unity in opposition to the President’s initiative, reducing the opportunities for bipartisan support of a White House initiative.16

There is now a significant body of evidence that roll-call votes by members of Congress influence congressional election outcomes.17 A highly risky vote for


a presidential initiative is one that antagonizes influential segments of the member’s district or state. Party-line votes in favor of unpopular or divisive presidential initiatives are a danger sign for members of Congress from the President’s party, since such votes create an opportunity for the opposing party to nationalize a midterm election by making it a referendum on the incumbent President.

Before analyzing how Obama’s policy agenda may have contributed to the midterm defeats, this Article examines why some electoral losses for Democrats in 2010 and 2014 were unrelated to policy and therefore should be seen as inevitable. That requires a look at the structure and dynamics of the two elections.

II. IMBALANCE IN NUMBER OF SEATS AT RISK

It is not fair to blame President Obama entirely for the Democratic Party’s large 2010 electoral losses because there were some uncontrollable structural factors working against the Democrats. The biggest single factor was the imbalance in the number of seats at risk (sometimes called the party’s “exposure”), especially the large number of Democratic House members representing districts that were friendly to a Republican challenger. In the House, the Democrats were defending 257 seats compared to 178 for the Republicans. The situation was far more balanced in the Senate, where the Democrats were defending only one more seat (nineteen) than the Republicans (eighteen).

Given the structure of the 2010 election and the partisan imbalance in exposure to its potential losses, it was likely that the Democratic Party would experience significant losses in the House. The structure of the Senate contests was balanced in number, but the Democrats were defending seats in more states that are historically competitive between the two parties. Thus, the prospects of picking up Senate seats were better for the Republican Party than for the Democratic Party.

III. THE RISE OF THE TEA PARTY

A key factor in the 2010 and 2014 midterm elections was the rapid
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development of the Tea Party, the loose coalition of populist conservatives and libertarians who rallied around vice presidential nominee Sarah Palin during the 2008 campaign and were seen by liberals as a reactionary wing of the Republican Party.Obama’s race, life story, and progressive values, coupled with his ambitious legislative agenda in 2009 (TARP renewal and corporate “bailouts,” stimulus spending, the Affordable Care Act, cap and trade, and liberalization of immigration), frightened the Tea Party to such an extent that the grassroots movement spread like brushfire in many regions of the country. A common sentiment among “stop Obama” activists was that the country was headed toward socialism.

Some activists affiliated with the Tea Party saw Obama as a radical Muslim. A related critique that alarmed evangelical Christians was the idea that Obama was anti-Christian, exemplified by his support for gay rights and abortion. Tea Party concerns overlapped with broader concerns in the Republican base that Obama was anti-gun, anti-farmer, anti-business, anti-property, anti-freedom, antimilitary, and anti-American. Some observers resorted to ridicule of the Tea Party’s simplistic views, but the effects of the ridicule may have been to further energize the Tea Party, which rapidly became effective at organized political activity.

The emergence of the Tea Party made it much more difficult for Republican members of Congress to consider collaborating with President Obama. Many conservative GOP voters did not simply oppose Obama, they despised and feared him. As Obama sought bipartisan collaboration in Congress to further legitimize
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his agenda and legacy, Republicans in Congress sensed political danger and became highly unified in opposition to his policy initiatives, sometimes for completely partisan, strategic reasons.

In the Republican primaries in 2010, the Tea Party ran its own candidates in numerous elections, often seeking to dislodge incumbent Republicans who were seen as too inclined to compromise with Obama. Even when Tea Party candidates lost in the 2010 Republican primaries, they sent a strong signal to the Republican winners that collaboration with Obama was unacceptable. Republican candidates for Congress in 2010 urged voters to send President Obama a message by voting against Democratic candidates.

The emergence and growth of the Tea Party was largely out of Obama’s control, as in our view it was a reaction to aspects of his political identity (e.g., race and progressive orientation) that he could not adjust. Nonetheless, the content of Obama’s policy agenda in 2009-2010 made the Tea Party’s task easier than it would have been. This thesis is explored more fully below.

IV. THE ECONOMY AND THE 2010 MIDTERM ELECTION

It is not easy for a challenger to defeat an incumbent member of Congress. Over the past thirty years, the reelection rates for House incumbents have been between ninety-five and ninety-nine percent; for Senate incumbents they have been between eighty and ninety-five percent. When incumbents do lose reelection, a poor economy is often a contributing factor. The immense disruption of the economy caused by the Great Recession (December 2007-June 2009) was still working its way through labor markets in the fall of 2010. The 9.6% unemployment rate in October 2010 was down slightly from a peak of more than ten percent earlier in 2010, but far above the roughly five-percent rate that economists often consider representative of a healthy economy. Additionally, the millions of jobless Americans who had given up looking for work were not even counted in the official rate of employment.
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Public expectations for a speedy recovery were out of proportion to what federal policy makers were able to generate. The agonizingly slow recovery of labor markets was somewhat surprising to macroeconomists: typically, when recessions originate in the financial sector of the economy, the downturn tends to be more severe, but recovery tends to be more robust.\(^39\)

The policies of the Federal Reserve Board and the Bush and Obama administrations may have averted a repeat of the Great Depression and started a recovery, at least to some extent.\(^40\) Political credit for this accomplishment is not easy to garner. Since many rank-and-file voters were not old enough to experience the Great Depression, they arguably may have no appreciation of the Depression-scale hardships that may have been avoided.\(^41\)

Polls showed that voters in 2010 were not naively punitive toward Obama.\(^42\) Indeed, they were much more likely to blame Bush than Obama for the dismal state of the economy in October 2010.\(^43\) Nonetheless, voters were not optimistic about the economy or their families’ fiscal future.\(^44\) Exit polls in 2008 found that sixty-three percent of voters said the economy was the nation’s most prevalent issue; exit polls in 2010 recorded strikingly similar report.\(^45\) In short, the public did not have confidence in the effectiveness of Obama’s economic policies and was disturbed by the terrible fiscal condition of the federal government. Economic pessimism overwhelmed the few optimistic signs in the sluggish recovery.

Since the President’s ability to engineer precise economic outcomes is vastly
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overrated, this Article takes the view that the electoral losses in 2010 attributable to the poor economy were largely outside of Obama’s control. Nonetheless, this Article proposes some modest steps Obama could have taken in 2009-2010 to improve his handling of the economy as a political issue.\(^46\)

V. THE PRESIDENT’S JOB-APPROVAL RATING

One of the significant predictors of midterm election outcomes is the President’s job-approval rating. The stronger (or weaker) the President’s rating, the better (or worse) the President’s party fares in Congress.\(^47\) President Obama’s job-approval rating, as measured by Gallup, dropped steadily from sixty-three percent during the first three months of his presidency to forty-five percent in October 2010.\(^48\) The decline was twelve percentage points among liberals and twenty percentage points among moderates and conservatives.\(^49\) Rasmussen and other polling organizations reported similar trends.\(^50\)

The decline among conservatives was difficult to prevent, given Obama’s progressive agenda, but the decline among independents was a big cause for concern. Among independents, it seemed that the entrance of Obama into Washington politics had done little to reduce the partisan bickering, despite his 2008-2009 pledge of a “post-partisan presidency.”\(^51\) Cable TV news channels, newspapers, drive-time radio, and other information sources portrayed the same partisan fights that independents disliked during the presidency of George W. Bush.\(^52\) As a result, independents started to become disenchanted with Obama. Obama’s job-approval rating among independents remained above fifty percent through most of 2009, declined in 2010, and then fell below fifty percent throughout the fall, until the November election.\(^53\)

Overall, Obama’s 2010 midterm job-approval rating (forty-five percent) is
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considered “below average” for presidents since World War II.\textsuperscript{54} His standing was comparable to Reagan in 1982 (forty percent) and Clinton in 1994 (forty-eight percent), although better than George W. Bush in 2006 (thirty-eight percent).\textsuperscript{55}

A President’s job-approval rating is not as much in the control of the White House as one might think, as it is linked to economic trends and external events that are difficult for the President to control. Nonetheless, we argue below that Obama, with some modest changes in his policy agenda and implementation strategies, could have retained a stronger image among independent voters prior to his two midterm elections.\textsuperscript{56}

VI. OBAMA AS A FUNDRAISER AND CAMPAIGNER

Despite declining job-approval ratings, President Obama proved to be an effective campaign fundraiser. More than most past presidents, Obama helped raise money to support the reelection of congressional Democrats.\textsuperscript{57} The number of fund-raisers he attended far exceeded the number attended by most of his predecessors.\textsuperscript{58} Incumbent Democrats were well funded in 2010.

Tensions erupted over whether congressional Democrats should have access to the thirteen million e-mail addresses the Obama campaign compiled in 2008.\textsuperscript{59} Obama ultimately decided to transfer the list to his private advocacy group Organizing for Action (OFA).\textsuperscript{60} Departing from the previous practices of Bill Clinton and George W. Bush, Obama and his 2008 campaign staff did not loan the list to the Democratic National Committee.\textsuperscript{61} Serious questions were raised as to how effective OFA was during 2010 in support of either Obama’s policies or Democratic candidates.\textsuperscript{62}

Although Obama was a successful fund-raiser, what irritated House
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Democrats was how he expended his campaign time in 2010 in support of individual candidates. The perception in the House was that he devoted far more time making appearances on behalf of Senate Democrats than House Democrats. President Obama’s October 2010 campaign schedule lends some credence to those concerns, for he appeared locally on behalf of only two House Democrats compared to four Democratic governors and five Democratic senators. Many of the vulnerable House Democrats up for reelection in 2010 were freshman or sophomores who were not well known in their districts. A visit to their district by Obama could have been a significant boost in their visibility.

VII. THE QUALITY OF THE GOP CANDIDATES FOR CONGRESS

The caliber of the contenders running for a congressional seat is another factor influencing midterm elections. When the economy is poor and the majority party in Congress is led by a President with low job-approval ratings, incumbents from the President’s party in Congress are likely to face well-funded and high-caliber challengers. This is what happened in both the House and Senate in 2010.

An indicator of whether a challenger for a House seat is high caliber is whether he or she was previously an elective officeholder. Novices in electoral politics tend to be weak challengers to seasoned incumbents. By this measure of quality the Republican challengers in 2010 were the strongest since 1968.

Money is not considered to have been a decisive factor in the November 2010 House and Senate elections because campaigns for both parties in nearly every competitive race were adequately financed. One study found that the average Democrat (Republican) running for the House benefited from $2.83 million ($2.35 million) in spending.
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Voter turnout is especially important because voter turnout is relatively low in nonpresidential elections.\(^{72}\) Compared to turnout rates between fifty and sixty percent when the presidency is at stake, midterm congressional elections drew consistently fewer than forty percent of eligible voters from 1990 to 2006.\(^{73}\) Eligible voters in the lowest income categories are least likely to perceive differences between candidates from the two parties, which may help explain why their rates of turnout are disproportionately low.\(^{74}\)

Obama had no control over the quality of the GOP candidates who chose to run for Congress in 2010 and 2014. The best Obama could have done was to take steps to protect his job-approval rating, especially among independent voters, since high job-approval ratings for the President may discourage good candidates of the opposing party from challenging incumbents from the President’s party.

VIII. EXPECTATIONS AND DISAPPOINTMENT

The soaring rhetoric in Obama’s 2008 campaign, coupled with the historic and decisive nature of his electoral victory, contributed to unrealistic public expectations about what Obama could deliver in the way of change.\(^{75}\) With the exception of the stimulus package, Obama’s major domestic priorities were not acted on promptly by Congress during Obama’s first year.\(^{76}\) Congress continued to debate health care reform, the Senate took no action after the House’s 2009 action on climate change, and neither the House nor Senate took any action on immigration reform.\(^{77}\)

The gap between performance and expectation generated massive disappointment, particularly among young people, Hispanics, women, and self-described independents.\(^{78}\) Each of these subgroups was an enthusiastic contributor to Obama’s 2008 coalition.\(^{79}\) As Election Day in November 2010 approached, surveys found that sixty-eight percent of Republican respondents expressed a high degree of enthusiasm about the election; only forty-four percent of
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Democrats expressed the same degree of enthusiasm. In close races, party-related differences in enthusiasm and turnout can be decisive.

In 2010, election results were far from the pre-election forecasts. Experts predicted losses for the Democratic Party in the range of twenty to fifty House seats. For the Senate, the forecasts for the Democrats ranged from a loss of one or two seats to a loss of four or five seats. The conventional wisdom was that the Democratic Party did not have enough seats at risk to produce a huge loss in the Senate. However, all of the statistical approaches used by experts underpredicted the losses suffered by the Democratic Party.

IX. Dimensions of the 2010 Massacre

The 2010 results were a political earthquake of a magnitude that was far beyond what Democrats feared and Republicans hoped for. The Democratic Party started the evening with a 257-178 House majority. They lost a net sixty-four seats in the House, allowing the Republicans to accomplish a 242-193 majority, the GOP’s best showing since 1946. Fifty-five incumbents were defeated, only two of them Republicans. Of the fifteen open seats that switched parties, fourteen switched from the Democratic to the Republican Party. In the Senate, the Democratic Party started out with a large 59-41 majority. The Republicans accomplished a net gain of six seats, reducing the Democratic margin to 53-47. Two Democratic incumbents were defeated and the Republicans won all four of the open seats.

Turnout on Election Day 2010 was surprisingly high, the highest for a midterm election since 1994. The shares of young and minority voters were below midterm averages while the shares of middle-aged and older voters were above midterm averages. An election dominated by older voters is bad news for
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Democratic candidates, because older voters typically allocate a disproportionate share of their votes to Republican candidates.\textsuperscript{95}

The voting behavior of self-described independents, as gleaned from exit polls, was a big factor in the 2010 results. Independents voted fifty-seven percent for Democratic House candidates in 2006 (thirty-nine percent for Republican House candidates) and fifty-one percent in 2008 (forty-three percent for Republicans).\textsuperscript{96} The opposite pattern unfolded in 2010 as Republican House candidates captured the independent vote fifty-six percent to thirty-seven percent.\textsuperscript{97} CNN’s exit poll found that sixty-percent of 2010 voters intended their vote to signal their views of President Obama.\textsuperscript{98} In short, the Republican Party succeeded in nationalizing the 2010 midterm election, making it a referendum on Obama’s performance.

Why did experts seem to under-predict the Democratic Party’s losses in 2010?\textsuperscript{99} The horrible condition of the economy may be part of the explanation (although it was accounted for by some experts and their statistical models), but it also appears that President Obama’s legislative agenda was toxic to the electoral futures of many members of his own party.\textsuperscript{100}

\section{X. How Obama’s Policy Agenda Helped the GOP}

Recall that President Obama started his first term with a request that Congress support the TARP bailout for Wall Street and the Recovery Act’s fiscal stimulus, both of which became unpopular initiatives that contributed to the GOP narrative that Obama was an old-style, big-spending liberal.\textsuperscript{101} The $1 trillion Affordable Care Act further underscored Obama’s big-government image.\textsuperscript{102} Even though (as ultimately passed) “Obamacare” lacked a single payer plan or even a public option, the White House did not discourage congressional consideration of bills that would have created a single payer or a public option.\textsuperscript{103} Moreover, Obama favored the controversial provision often demonized by the Tea Party: the individual mandate.\textsuperscript{104} The House vote on Obama’s ill-fated cap and trade proposal added a significant complication to the reelection challenge faced by House Democrats from coal, oil, and manufacturing states.\textsuperscript{105}
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The President’s most popular legislative success was the regulatory crackdown on Wall Street (the Dodd-Frank law), but, inexplicably, he never garnered much political benefit from the initiative. Indeed, the public debate about Dodd-Frank seemed to reinforce the perception that Obama was anti-business, which in turn helped open the spigots of campaign money from Wall Street to Republican challengers.

Did Democrats in Congress do themselves any good by voting against some of the Obama agenda? Casual empiricism says they did. An examination of the House Democrats representing the forty-eight districts won by McCain in 2008 provides some insight. Of those who voted in favor of the ACA, only ten percent won reelection while thirty-six percent of those who voted against the ACA were reelected. A similar pattern exists for the stimulus package. Of the House Democrats (from McCain districts) who voted for the stimulus package, twenty-three percent won reelection while forty percent of those who voted against the stimulus won reelection.

The cap and trade vote does not seem to follow this pattern. Two-thirds of those who voted for cap and trade were defeated, but two-thirds of those who voted against cap and trade were defeated. A confounding variable was the ACA vote, which overlapped with the cap and trade vote. Moreover, some “safe” Democrats voted against cap and trade because it was not “green” enough. If the focus is members from competitive seats who voted for cap and trade but against ACA, there are seven cases, and six of them were defeated. The one who survived (Ben Chandler of Kentucky) did so by 600 votes but then lost to the same Republican challenger (Andy Barr) in 2012. Cap and trade was a prominent issue in each of the seven races.

Several analysts have employed statistical methods to investigate whether the roll-call votes cast in favor of Obama’s policy agenda were associated with smaller shares of the vote for Democratic incumbents in November 2010. Analyses need to control for the fact that incumbent Democrats in competitive districts face more conservative voters than incumbents running in heavily Democratic districts. In fact, of the incumbent Democrats with overall moderate-
conservative voting records, fifty-four percent were defeated in 2010 while only one percent of incumbent Democrats with strongly liberal voting records were defeated. Thus, district characteristics need to be taken into account.

The first study of this question was released on the Internet soon after Election Day in 2010. The investigator, Eric McGhee, coded each Democratic incumbent in terms of how many “controversial” votes he had made in favor of four Obama proposals: Affordable Care Act, Recovery Act, cap and trade, and TARP. Only 3 House Democrats voted against all four measures; 18 voted for only one of them; 21 voted for two of them; 64 voted for three of four; and 128 voted for all four of them.

The question is whether House Democrats protected themselves at the polls by voting against one or more of Obama’s priorities. Using Democratic share of the 2010 vote as the dependent variable, McGhee found that each additional vote cast in favor of Obama’s agenda was associated with a loss of two-thirds of one percentage point of the 2010 vote. McGhee’s model controlled for the amount of campaign spending in each race and the normal voting pattern in each congressional district (as revealed by the 2008 House vote and the 2008 presidential vote). In an intriguing simulation, McGhee concludes that if all incumbent Democrats had voted against at least one of Obama’s four major proposals, the number of seats lost by the Democratic Party in 2010 would have been fifty-two instead of sixty-four. If the four votes had never been scheduled (and thus the bills not passed), the Democrats would have lost only half as many seats (thirty-two instead of sixty-four) as they did.

A questionable assumption of this analysis is that each of the four roll-call votes is equally controversial. Moreover, since the average incumbent Democrat is representing a district that voted sixty-three percent for Obama in 2008, the analysis might be improved with some focus on competitive or Republican-leaning districts.

A second study, by Gary Jacobson, contained a targeted analysis of forty-four Republican-leaning congressional districts that were represented by an incumbent Democrat in 2009-2010. Six of the forty-four voted against the Recovery Act, twenty-one voted against the Affordable Care Act, and eleven voted against
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Dodd-Frank. The cap and trade vote was not analyzed. Jacobson found that voting against each of the three proposals was electorally the best strategy for this subgroup of Democrats. After controlling for presidential and congressional voting in 2008 (to capture the impact of district characteristics), he found that a vote for the Affordable Care Act was associated with a 4.9 percentage point decline in the incumbent Democrat’s 2010 share of the vote. Votes for Dodd-Frank and the Recovery Act were associated with reductions in the Democratic vote share of 3.7 and 3.0 percentage points, respectively. When Jacobson enlarged the sample to include some districts without a GOP tilt, the negative effect of a vote for the Affordable Care Act persisted, but the effects of the other controversial votes were not significant.

A limitation of this analysis is that it removes from the data numerous districts that are competitive but not tilting Republican. And the small number of districts in the analysis leads to some imprecision in the reported estimates. Like the first study, it also does not control for whether an incumbent is a freshman or sophomore and thus more vulnerable to defeat.

A third study, by David W. Brady, Morris P. Fiorina, and Arjun S. Wilkins, compensates for the limitations in the previous studies by (1) including a relatively large sample of districts with a Democratic incumbent in 2010 who faced opposition (N = 231), (2) controlling for whether the incumbent was in the first or second term, and (3) accounting for the fact that the adverse effect of voting for Obama’s agenda may be greatest in districts where Obama ran poorly in 2008. The third adjustment was accomplished by modeling interactions between roll-call votes on Obama’s issues and Obama’s 2008 district performance.

The authors of the study considered only roll-call votes on the Affordable Care Act and cap and trade. The inclusion of the interactions led to an interesting finding: A vote for health care reform and cap and trade exerted a negative impact on an incumbent’s 2010 vote share as long as the district awarded Obama less than seventy-two percent and sixty-two percent of the vote share, respectively, in 2008. Only in the most heavily Democratic districts, as measured by Obama’s 2008 performance, was a vote for Obama’s proposals neutral or beneficial for the incumbent’s 2010 vote share.
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When both proposals are included in the same model, the estimated effects are highly imprecise because of the high degree of correlation between votes for the Affordable Care Act and cap and trade. Seventy-eight percent of the incumbent Democrats voted “yes” on both measures and eight percent voted “no” on both measures. ¹⁴¹ Five percent voted “yes” on cap and trade and “no” on health care, and nine percent voted “no” on cap and trade and “yes” on health care. ¹⁴² The study’s authors argue that too few Democrats voted against TARP and the Recovery Act to permit their inclusion in the analysis. ¹⁴³

Considering just those two votes, health care and cap and trade, Brady and his colleagues performed a simulation to determine whether the Democratic Party could have retained its majority under a scenario in which more Democrats voted against the two measures. By uniformly voting down the Affordable Care Act and elevating the number of votes against cap and trade (in those districts where Obama captured less than sixty percent of the 2008 vote), the Democratic Party could have saved forty of the sixty-four seats that it lost. ¹⁴⁴ A variety of alternative analyses by the three authors lend credence to the suggestion that House Democrats, with different roll-call voting patterns, could have retained their majority in the House.

We replicated a similar model of Democratic incumbent performance in the 2010 election using the entire sample of House incumbents (N = 257). One version of the model used the Democratic incumbent’s 2010 vote share as the dependent variable and was estimated using a method called ordinary least squares (OLS) regression; a second version used incumbent win/loss as a dichotomous dependent variable and was estimated using logistic regression. We also sought to determine the effect of three roll-call votes: the Affordable Care Act, the cap and trade bill, and the 2009 Recovery Act (the stimulus). The vote for/against each bill was treated as a dichotomous independent variable, and we created an interaction term for each bill with the 2008 Obama vote share.

As district-level control variables, we used Obama’s share of the vote in the district in 2008 as well as the Democratic candidate’s share of the House vote in the district in 2008. The estimated coefficients on both of these variables, as expected, are positive and statistically significant in each of the analyses that we performed. Being a freshman incumbent had, as expected, a negative and statistically significant effect on electoral results.

For the most part, we replicated the findings of previous studies with respect to the adverse effects of voting for the three bills. When a vote for each bill is analyzed separately, each vote appears to hurt the incumbent’s 2008 performance. When each of the three bills is included in the same equation, the Affordable Care Act hurts incumbent performance but the other two bills are not statistically significant. If we ignore the individual bills and focus on incumbents who voted for all three of them, the effect on incumbent performance in 2008 is negative and
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statistically significant in both the OLS and logistic models.

Overall, the key insight from all of these analyses is that Obama’s legislative agenda does help explain why the Democratic Party’s losses in 2010 were much greater than structural factors would have predicted. On the other hand, such analyses need to be interpreted with caution. One cannot take literally the causal notion that if more Democrats had voted against all three bills, the House majority would have been saved. The flaw in that inference is that other factors would not likely have been constant.

For example, if Obama’s signature domestic initiatives had been ignored or rejected by a Democratic Congress, his job-approval ratings likely would have fallen to even lower levels than were observed, and those dismal ratings would have put congressional Democrats at even greater risk of defeat in 2010. We would also need to reconsider whether Obama would have been reelected in 2012 if he had accomplished none of his major first-term domestic priorities. Indeed, Obama might have been challenged by a prominent Democrat in the 2012 Democratic primary, like President Jimmy Carter was challenged by Ted Kennedy in 1980. Nonetheless, it does appear that Obama’s agenda (ACA and, to a lesser extent, cap and trade and fiscal stimulus) contributed to the defeat of some of his co-partisans in the House of Representatives.

XI. Obama and the 2014 Midterm Election

Soon after President Obama was reelected in November 2012, the focus of the parties shifted to the November 2014 midterm election. Unlike 2010, where the big story was the GOP takeover of the House, the issue in 2014 was the fate of the Senate. We begin the discussion of this issue with the structural aspects of the 2014 election and then explore the complications faced by Obama and why Obama’s job approval ranking slumped.

One structural aspect is the role of swing districts. Swing districts in the House can be defined as those where historical voting patterns range from +5 percentage points for the Democratic candidate to +5 percentage points for the Republican candidate. In 1998 there were 164 swing seats, the remainder being solidly Republican (148) or solidly Democratic (123). By 2014 the number of swing seats in the House had dwindled to ninety, the remainder being solidly Republican (186) or solidly Democratic (159). The fewer seats in play partly reflected redistricting changes in 2010 (often engineered by Republican officials) and partly demographic changes and migration that put more districts into safe territory for one party or the other.
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Among the ninety swing seats in 2014, only a small subset was genuinely in play. Based on 2012 presidential election results, only seventeen were districts held by the GOP but carried by Obama; only nine were districts held by the Democrats but carried by Romney. The Republican Party made a serious effort to challenge about twenty-five of the thirty-six incumbent Democrats holding seats where Obama won fifty-five percent or less of the vote in 2012. The Democratic Party chose to challenge seriously only about six GOP incumbents, all holding a district that had produced a strong Obama vote in 2012. As a result, the structure of the 2014 House contests seemed unlikely to produce a Democratic House majority, since there were not enough vulnerable and contested Republican incumbents to shift the balance of power to the House Democrats. The real question was whether the Republican Party would retain its margin or increase it.

The Senate situation was entirely different, because the Democratic Party was defending twenty-one incumbents compared to only fifteen for the Republican Party. And many of the incumbent Democrats were running for reelection in GOP-leaning states.

Economic policy again was an important issue. As the economic recovery accelerated in 2013-2014, one could reasonably expect that President Obama and the Democratic Party would reap some political benefit from the declining rate of unemployment, the rise in consumer confidence, the surge in car and home sales, and the rising stock market. But, it simply did not work out that way, and in fact this period proved to be highly unproductive for the Obama White House and their allies in Congress.

Part of the problem was that gains in the “jobs-to-people” ratio were much more anemic than the substantial declines in the official rate of unemployment, suggesting that the job-producing performance of the economy was damaged.
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Another problem was that the gains in employment and earnings in 2013-2014 were not particularly impressive for key subgroups in Obama’s base: women, young people, blacks, and households with incomes less than $30,000 per year.\textsuperscript{157} Wages for the new jobs in the Obama economy were also reported to be far less than wages for the jobs that were destroyed by the Great Recession, and thus income growth in 2013-2014 was slight.\textsuperscript{158} Overall, while the economy was recovering, it was not generating much enthusiasm for Obama or the Democrats in Congress.

XII. Issue Distractions in 2013-2014

As the Obama White House sought to focus on the many positives about the recovery and the President’s ambitious second-term agenda, public attention was diverted to a series of distracting issues that complicated the picture. Since most of these issues were not easy to resolve, they created additional uncertainty about Obama’s effectiveness and ample raw material for partisan attacks by congressional Republicans.

One of the nagging old issues was the proposed north-south Keystone pipeline, which was intended to transport oil from the Canadian tar sands in Alberta to refineries in the Gulf of Mexico.\textsuperscript{159} Since the United States was rapidly consuming less Canadian oil (due to advances in U.S. oil production), the Canadians planned to use the pipeline to exploit lucrative export markets in Europe and Asia.\textsuperscript{160} Oil producers in the Bakken region of North Dakota would also use the pipeline.\textsuperscript{161} For refiners in Louisiana and Texas, the Keystone pipeline promised significant new business.\textsuperscript{162}

Obama was cross-pressured by business interests and the Canadian government on one side and organized environmentalists (who saw development of the tar sands as a source of environmental pollution) on the other side.\textsuperscript{163} Despite numerous studies of the Keystone issue during Obama’s first term, the
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The issue was left unresolved until his second term. Democratic senator Mary Landrieu of Louisiana was up for reelection in November 2014, and the President’s handling of the Keystone issue did not help her with her constituents. By refusing to use his executive power to approve or disapprove the pipeline, Obama opened up the issue for a bipartisan group of pro-pipeline members in Congress.

The House easily passed bills calling for approval of the pipeline, but, consistent with Obama’s request, Senate majority leader Harry Reid blocked a vote on the issue in the Senate during 2013 and 2014. The Obama-Reid position further undermined Landrieu, who was challenged for reelection by Republican congressman Bill Cassidy.

Another disturbing issue was the inability of the U.S. Veterans Administration (VA) to efficiently process requests for medical and other forms of assistance by the thousands of returning veterans from Iraq and Afghanistan. The public did not blame President Obama personally for the poor quality of the VA’s public administration, but distressing stories about the VA’s incompetence reinforced cynicism about the federal government and drew media attention away from the improving economy and Obama’s second-term agenda.

One of the new issues that the Obama administration confronted was the emergence of the deadly Ebola virus in the United States, the first case being reported in September 2014 and a total of four cases by December 2014. Within a few months of the onset of press coverage, ninety-eight percent of Americans had heard or read about the frightening virus, and there was much debate as to whether the federal government was responding properly to the potential emerging crisis. Some critics argued that the Obama administration should have promptly instituted a travel ban from areas (e.g., regions of Africa) where the viral disease was widespread. Backed by public health experts, the
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President decided against a ban, but the controversy erupted immediately prior to the 2014 midterm elections.\textsuperscript{172}

Normally, international issues are not central to U.S. elections, but in 2014 they were significant. Events abroad raised unusually difficult challenges for Obama, creating situations that did not buttress his image as an influential or effective leader.\textsuperscript{173} Russia’s leader Vladimir Putin deftly sidestepped accountability for the Malaysian airliner that was shot down by Russia-supplied forces and Putin later ignored the West as he persistently advanced Russian interests in the conflict with the Ukraine and the European Union.\textsuperscript{174} Numerous questions were raised about the Bowe Bergdahl prisoner swap engineered by the Obama administration.\textsuperscript{175} A bloody new war broke out in Gaza between Israel and Hamas.\textsuperscript{176} And the Middle East extremist group ISIS conquered a large swath of Iraq, forcing a reluctant Obama to resort to air strikes.\textsuperscript{177} The foreign policy challenges were quite difficult to resolve and thus planted more seeds of doubt about the competence of the Obama administration.\textsuperscript{178}

Surveys also revealed that the public was increasingly concerned about the “gridlock” in Washington, D.C.\textsuperscript{179} Respondents were asked whether they prefer an elected official who compromises in order to gain consensus or sticks to his or her positions.\textsuperscript{180} A 2010 survey showed that fifty percent preferred compromise; forty-two percent favored firmness.\textsuperscript{181} By 2014, sentiments shifted toward compromise, with fifty-seven percent expressing that preference.\textsuperscript{182} After the big economic issues, respondents saw breaking political gridlock as the second most important issue facing the country.\textsuperscript{183} While respondents tended to blame congressional Republicans more than Democrats for gridlock, they did not give Obama high marks as an agent of effective compromise and consensus building.\textsuperscript{184}

President Obama started his second term with a job-approval rating of fifty-
two percent, much lower than where he started his first term (close to seventy percent) and without the significant bump that previous reelected presidents experienced.\textsuperscript{185} Nonetheless, Obama’s standing seemed strong enough to be respected among congressional Democrats and Republicans from competitive districts and states.

Cashing in on an early concession from House Speaker John Boehner, Obama worked the Congress in late 2012 to accomplish repeal of the Bush tax cuts for high-income households.\textsuperscript{186} He then planned to pursue a much bigger agenda: reform federal immigration law and, somewhat quietly, a grand fiscal deal with Boehner that covered taxes and entitlement programs such as Medicare.\textsuperscript{187}

On December 14, 2012, Obama reordered his priorities in the wake of the shooting of twenty children and six school officials at Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Connecticut.\textsuperscript{188} The President placed gun control above his other legislative initiatives, a decision that was clearly opportunistic, as he had given little priority to gun control during his first term and chose not to elevate the issue as a priority in his 2012 reelection campaign.\textsuperscript{189}

Capitalizing on the public outcry, Obama requested that Congress enact universal background checks, limits on high-capacity ammunition, an assault-weapons ban, and more severe penalties for people who buy guns and then sell them illegally on the black market.\textsuperscript{190} A bipartisan proposal to expand background checks on gun purchasers was advanced by Republican Pat Toomey and Democrat Joe Manchin, both respected pro-gun conservatives.\textsuperscript{191} The measure appeared to have the best chance of passage but ultimately fell six votes short of
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the required sixty votes. Manchin believed that the measure’s chances of
passage vanished when the NRA announced that it would “score the vote.”

Four Republican senators (Toomey, John McCain, Susan Collins, and Mark
Steven Kirk) voted in favor of the expanded background checks, but an equal
number of Senate Democrats voted against it (Mark Begich, Mark Pryor, Max
Baucus, and Heidi Heitkamp). Three of the defecting Democrats were up for
reelection in 2014.

Obama’s gun-control initiative died in the Senate when none of his requested
reforms could reach the required sixty-vote threshold. His proposal was never
taken up in the House, where passage would have been even more difficult, so he
was forced to resort to a few “small ball” executive actions (e.g., sharing of
information on firearm violence among federal agencies). Thus, Obama’s first
legislative initiative in his second term was a stark failure, an outcome that “was
predictable based on the issue’s history and the ideological polarization on
Capitol Hill.” Making things worse, the setback bolstered a second-term
narrative that questioned Obama’s effectiveness as a domestic policymaker.

Moreover, the failure of gun control frustrated Obama’s base and energized
his partisan opponents. Some critics argue that the entire effort squandered
political capital that Obama should have invested on immigration reform, the
legislative priority that he had some electoral mandate to pursue, since it was
highlighted in his 2012 campaign against Romney. With hindsight, some have
suggested that the gun-control initiative may have moved better in the Senate
without White House priority, since Obama’s visibility on the issue energized the
opposition and helped NRA bolster its support.

Obama’s standing was rejuvenated to some extent later in 2013 when he
forced House Republicans to capitulate on the controversial sixteen-day
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government shutdown. Before he could capitalize on the improved standing, the botched rollout of the Affordable Care Act sent his job-approval ratings to new lows. At roughly the same time, the Obama administration was challenged by the burgeoning civil war in Syria, and the President’s response was widely criticized as indecisive.

### XIII. The Health Care Website Fiasco

Healthcare, one of Obama’s legislative priorities, proved to be another challenge for the administration and Democratic Party. Although Obama was able to move the Affordable Care Act through Congress, implementation of the complex piece of legislation led to some major snafus. The President and his advisors seemed slow to realize that competent implementation of the ACA required a team with different skills than the team required for passing the law. As a result, the Obama administration exhibited symptoms of weak public administration, which supplied the Republicans political ammunition and further complicated the President’s quest to build public confidence in the ACA.

Obama struggled to nominate an implementation team with qualified leadership. The President was slow to build his executive team at the critical Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). After much delay, Obama nominated Kathleen Sebelius as his HHS secretary. She stepped down in 2014 after the worst of the ACA implementation problems were being fixed and was succeeded by Sylvia Mathews Burwell.

The most revealing indication of the White House’s neglect of the ACA
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implementation challenge was the mishandling of the leadership of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). Obama did not nominate a candidate to lead CMS until April 2010 when he nominated Dr. Donald Berwick.\(^{209}\) Though he was experienced in the medical field, Berwick lacked management experience at a public agency.\(^{210}\) Senate Republicans saw nothing but partisan opportunity in the Berwick nomination.\(^{211}\) Within two months of the official Berwick nomination, all forty-two Republicans in the Senate signed a letter to the President requesting withdrawal of the Berwick nomination.\(^{212}\) Desperate to have some leadership, the White House stubbornly made a “recess appointment,” which allowed Berwick to serve as CMS administrator without Senate confirmation for a brief period, from July 2010 to December 2011.\(^{213}\) After Berwick departed CMS, Obama did not accomplish a successful Senate confirmation of a CMS administrator until May 2013, more than four years after he was inaugurated.\(^{214}\) Thus, President Obama relied upon a troubled agency without effective leadership to implement his signature initiative, and his political opponents in Congress happily exploited the forthcoming mishaps at CMS for partisan gain.

**XIV. The 2013 Drop in Approval Ratings**

Overall, 2013 proved to be an unproductive and demoralizing year for President Obama, as nothing he pledged to do with Congress in 2013 was actually accomplished.\(^{215}\) His job-approval ratings slipped into the low forties.\(^{216}\) In fact, Obama started his sixth year in office with a job-approval rating lower than all other presidents (except George W. Bush) since modern polling began in the 1930s.\(^{217}\)
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Among the key group of self-described independents, Obama’s job approval was slumping into the range of thirty to forty percent.218 (Although he had defeated McCain among independents in 2008, he lost independents to Romney by a five percent margin.219) Nor was Obama retaining the confidence of the millennial generation. His job-approval rating among eighteen-to-thirty-four-year olds declined from seventy percent in early 2009 to forty-nine percent in early 2014.220

The sharp decline in Obama’s ratings in 2013 is partly attributable to lingering economic insecurities (even though the economic recovery was continuing), but the botched rollout of the ACA was also a significant contributor.221 Obama had also set expectations for legislative progress on an agenda that did not move (i.e., gun control, immigration reform, and a grand fiscal deal).

President Obama’s standing slid further in 2014, prior to the November 2014 general election.222 His overall job-approval rating was recorded at forty-one percent in both April and June 2014, but the more ominous sign was the asymmetric distribution of intense feelings: Of those who disapproved of Obama’s performance, forty percent did so “strongly;” among those who approved, only twenty-three percent did so “strongly.”223 The year 2014 was a particularly bad one for Obama in foreign policy, where his job-approval rating slipped to thirty-seven percent that June.224 Much was written about his inability to control unsettling events around the world.225

The growing disapproval of Obama in 2013-2014 was not rooted in public
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disagreement with the themes he was emphasizing in his public appearances: job creation through new spending on infrastructure, early childhood education, refinancing student loans, a higher minimum wage, and fair pay for women. Those themes brought a heightened degree of unity between Obama and the Senate Democrats who were up for reelection in 2014. And the public continued to side with Obama on many domestic issues: education, health care, immigration, and the environment. Nor was Obama’s problem any public preference for the performance of the two parties in Congress; the House GOP leadership and Senate Democratic leadership were both sporting disapproval ratings over seventy percent.

Many Americans were nuanced in their assessment of Obama. He was considered “compassionate” (fifty-eight percent) and “a good communicator” (sixty-eight percent). The public was evenly divided on whether his administration was “competent,” but fifty-four percent no longer felt that Obama “[was] able to lead the country and get the job done.” About forty-one percent of respondents felt in June 2014 that his performance was getting worse; only fifteen percent felt it was getting better. On a key indicator about the President’s ability to be effective (whether Obama is “able to get things done”), his approval rating declined from fifty-seven percent in January 2013 to forty-three percent in early 2014, and it never rebounded prior to the November 2014 election.

XV. GOP STRATEGY IN 2014

Given Obama’s difficulties in 2013 and early 2014, the midterm election in November was shaping up as an enticing opportunity for the GOP. With Boehner’s House majority looking fairly secure, the national Republican Party set its sights on control of the Senate.

Before the primaries in 2014, an internal GOP conflict surfaced over whether to run candidates favored by the Tea Party or stick with candidates favored by traditional leaders of the GOP. Business leaders and national leaders of the Republican Party were convinced that the party had missed an opportunity to seize control of the Senate in 2012 by nominating several Senate candidates who were too conservative to win a general election or too inexperienced to defeat an entrenched Democratic incumbent.
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Business leaders were also irritated that Tea Party conservatives ignored their warnings that closing the government in the fall of 2013 (and risking financial default) would hurt Boehner, the Republican Party, and the Tea Party. They pointed out that the shutdown ultimately accomplished nothing for conservatives.

The Tea Party and many conservative House Republicans entertained doubts about Speaker John Boehner, seeing him as a compromiser rather than a principled conservative. Representative Thomas Massie of Kentucky, for example, often voted against Boehner-led priorities and spearheaded an unsuccessful coup of Boehner as Speaker. Massie was connected to a group of a dozen or so devout House conservatives who were not reluctant to use their voting power as a bloc to deny Boehner legislative control. The group effectively forced Boehner to seek Democratic votes for disaster relief after Superstorm Sandy, for the Violence Against Women Act, and for extension of the Bush tax cuts for people making less than $400,000 a year.

By 2013-2014 the Tea Party had suffered some image blows, including widespread disapproval of the government shutdown in the fall of 2013. The share of the public who were sympathetic with the Tea Party was declining and the rate of participation in Tea Party rallies and protests was down. Nonetheless, core membership in the national Tea Party groups remained high (over 500,000), with forty-two percent of overall membership in the Southern states. Many more Americans were sympathetic with the positions of the Tea Party, especially as they related to illegal immigration and the high rate of federal spending.

The National Republican Senatorial Committee collaborated with the U.S. Chamber of Commerce to identify, recruit, and support the most promising possible candidates for Senate races. In the Republican primaries, potential Senate candidates from the more conservative wing of the GOP were bypassed or defeated in Georgia, Iowa, Kentucky, North Carolina, Oklahoma, and.
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The Tea Party and allied groups (e.g., FreedomWorks for America, Senate Conservatives Fund, Tea Party Patriots Citizens Fund, and Club for Growth) made a determined, multimillion-dollar effort to oust Senator Thad Cochran, the incumbent establishment Republican from Mississippi.244 The U.S. Chamber of Commerce countered with $1.2 million on behalf of Cochran.245 Cochran also made effective overtures to the African American community in advance of the state’s open primary.246 The successful defense of Cochran was a big victory for the national GOP, and he went on to win reelection without difficulty.247

While the GOP was recruiting effective candidates, the independent super PACs,248 led by Americans for Prosperity, invested more than $20 million in negative advertisements to expose the voting records of vulnerable Senate Democrats.249 The focus of the advertisements was the Affordable Care Act, and the key targets were Kay Hagan, Mark Pryor, Mary Landrieu, and Mark Begich.250 The 2010 defeat of conservative Democratic senator Blanche Lincoln was certainly related, in no small measure, to her vote for the Affordable Care Act.251 To the dismay of the 2014 incumbents, most of the attack advertisements were left unanswered for months, as the big sources of funding for Democratic candidates were held back until closer to the November election.252
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Determining what stance to take on the ACA was a dilemma for Democratic candidates.

In 2012-2013, few Democratic candidates invested money in political advertisements that mentioned the ACA. In 2014, however, some campaigns shifted from a defensive to an offensive position. In the spring of 2014, six competitive races for Senate and governor (e.g., North Carolina and Michigan) included pro-ACA television commercials. These ads focused on the positive aspects of the ACA: coverage for preexisting conditions, preventive care benefits, and the ban on charging women more for health insurance.

The advertisements either supported a pro-ACA member or attacked a member of Congress for opposing the ACA. For the Democratic Party, the pro-ACA messages were an encouraging change of pace from the barrage of negative ACA messages from the GOP.

XVI. The Senate Dilemma for Democrats

With the GOP strengthening and Democrats at risk, Senate majority leader Harry Reid was in a difficult position in 2013-2014. Harry Reid sought to protect President Obama’s first-term accomplishments (e.g., the Affordable Care Act) and move his second-term agenda through the Senate. Reid also sought to protect his Senate majority by avoiding any roll-call votes by the GOP against vulnerable Democratic senators who were up for reelection in November 2014.
During his first term as President, Obama enjoyed a higher degree of roll-call voting support from Democrats in Congress than any President since World War II. The rate of Democratic defection from Obama's agenda increased from ten percent in 2009 to twenty-three percent in 2012, but with Obama's job-approval rating slipping in 2013-2014, Reid faced the potential of a much higher defection rate if he did not exercise careful control over which measures made it to the floor for a vote.

Starting in 2012-2013, Reid refined the rules for floor consideration so that only a limited number of amendments were permitted for consideration and he could influence which amendments would be considered. Essentially, Reid retained for himself the right to offer the first set of amendments, which could potentially consume all of the time available for amendments. In this way, Reid exercised the power to block amendments that he did not want debated on the Senate floor. Consequently, the number of Republican-sponsored amendments that were considered on the Senate floor declined from 218 in 2007 (Reid's first year as majority leader) to sixty-seven in 2013 (including only four from July to December 2013).

Since Obama possessed a potent veto power, there was not much risk that the Senate and House would be able to enact measures into law against Obama’s will. It is questionable whether blocking the votes on these issues was good for the vulnerable Senate Democrats in 2014, since it likely would have been good for some of those senators to go on record opposing President Obama. Given how politically "poisonous" Obama was for many Democratic Senate candidates,
many of them were looking for opportunities to distance themselves from the President.\textsuperscript{270} Reid decided against creating those opportunities and instead sought to minimize the number of roll-call votes and promote party unity.\textsuperscript{271}

Reid blocked votes on a variety of issues where a bipartisan group of senators might have embarrassed the Obama administration.\textsuperscript{272} Reid blocked votes on issues including a binding measure to approve the Keystone pipeline, a measure to delay the EPA’s new regulations to limit carbon dioxide pollution, and a measure to expedite approval of export terminals for natural gas.\textsuperscript{273} With Reid’s measures, Senate Democrats went into the November election without much opportunity to separate themselves from the Obama administration.

**XVII. Fundraising and Campaigning in 2014**

Although Obama was unpopular, he proved again in 2014 that he was an effective fundraiser for the Democrats.\textsuperscript{274} He led dozens of fundraisers in 2013-2014, most of them in New York or California.\textsuperscript{275} By August 2014, Obama was on track to surpass all recent presidents in midterm fundraising events except for Bill Clinton’s 1998 fundraising efforts.\textsuperscript{276} In 2014, Obama was even more visible at fundraisers, but also remained as invisible as possible in most races where Democratic candidates for Senate were on the ropes.\textsuperscript{277} Obama did not headline any public campaign events in the 2014 election cycle and appeared for only a few candidates where the race was not in question.\textsuperscript{278}

The Democratic plan was to use the Obama fundraising not only to support vulnerable candidates but also to mobilize the Democratic base to register and vote.\textsuperscript{279} The Democratic effort to mobilize the base paid off as the polls in 2014...
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showed that Democratic candidates performed better among all registered voters than among “likely” voters. Voter turnout was a weakness for the Democrats in midterm elections, and the Senate Democratic Campaign Committee was determined to compensate for this weakness. Without better outreach to Democratic voters, midterm voters would be disproportionately Republican in orientation (i.e., older, white, male). Consequently, to enhance Democratic voter turnout, the Democratic Campaign Committee set its budget for outreach efforts at $60 million in 2014, up from $7 million in 2010.

An awkward problem for the national Democratic Party was that House Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s fundraising machine for House Democrats was also highly effective, drawing large sums of donations to House races. Unfortunately, few House seats were in play, and therefore more money for the House races did not do much good for the Democratic Party. It was control of the Senate that was at stake, and funds donated for the House and Senate are not fungible.

On television, the GOP-sponsored advertisements in Senate races were most likely to mention Obama or the ACA as key issues. Through these advertisements, the GOP sought to nationalize the election. The Democratic-sponsored advertisements were divided equally between defending the ACA and the recent progress in creating jobs and reducing unemployment.

---
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apparent from the advertisements: Obama and the ACA remained big issues in the 2014 midterm election as they were in 2010. 290

**XVIII. DIMENSIONS OF THE 2014 MASSACRE**

Come Election Day, the composition of 2014 voters followed a familiar pattern: disproportionately fewer youth and minority voters. 291 From the battleground states where the fate of the Senate was determined, the Democratic Party did reduce the anticipated decline in turnout among its traditional voter pool. 292 Following the 2014 election, exit polls revealed that the distribution of voters for Republican House candidates was similar to the 2010 distribution: “in 2014: 60% white, 25% Hispanic, 10% black; 5% other; in 2010: 60% white, 28% Hispanic; 9% black; 3% other.” 293 The 2014 election proved to be a dazzling year for the Republican Party.

The Republicans led the House with a 234-201 majority. 294 In 2014, Republicans increased that majority to 247-188, the party’s largest majority in almost a century. 295 In the Senate, the Democratic Party held a 55-45 majority. 296 The Republicans, however, gained nine seats, seizing a 54-46 majority. 297

The Louisiana race for Senate was not resolved in November due to multiple candidates being on the ballot. 298 Louisiana held a special runoff election in December to resolve the competition between the two largest vote-getters: Senator Landrieu (seeking a fourth term) and Republican congressman Bill Cassidy. 299 Incumbent senator Mary Landrieu, while running first in the field, was unable to muster fifty percent of the vote. 300
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Prior to the November election, Senate majority leader Harry Reid blocked a roll-call vote on the Keystone pipeline, even though such a vote might have allowed Landrieu to create some distance between her image and that of President Obama. White voters in Louisiana were expected to dominate the midterm contest. Of the Louisiana white voters, seventy-three percent “strongly disapproved” of Obama. Recognizing that Landrieu was on the ropes, Reid allowed a Keystone vote to be scheduled on the Senate floor before the runoff election in Louisiana.

The House easily passed a measure, authored by Republican congressman Bill Cassidy, approving the Keystone project. In the Senate, however, Landrieu worked hard to find the sixty votes necessary to overcome a filibuster threat. Landrieu came up one vote short in finding the necessary votes to overcome a filibuster threat and her constituents voted in the runoff knowing that she was unable to deliver the Keystone pipeline. She lost the runoff by twelve percentage points, handing the GOP their ninth pick-up in the Senate.

Shortly after taking control of the Senate in January, the GOP made the Keystone pipeline their first item of business, despite a veto threat from President Obama. After open debate on forty-one amendments, the Senate voted 62-36 to approve the Keystone pipeline. While this vote was a strong majority, it was

In summary, once the GOP seized a majority in the Senate in 2014, President Obama was forced for the first time to deal with a Republican majority in both chambers of Congress. The Keystone sage, however, shows that Obama retained significant negative power through the veto.

\section*{XIX. Consequences of the Midterm Massacres}

For President Obama, the most damaging aspect of the two midterm elections was the 2010 loss of a Democratic majority in the House of Representatives. From the moment that Republican John Boehner became Speaker of the House, Obama’s aspirations for progressive policy change through legislation were doomed.

If the Speaker of the House does not wish to consider the legislative request of the President, the House rules enable the Speaker to block such consideration (barring highly unusual circumstances) through the Rules Committee.\footnote{Victor Xing, \textit{How Powerful Is the United States Speaker of the House of Representatives?}, \textit{Quora} (Dec. 6, 2015), https://www.quora.com/How-powerful-is-the-United-States-Speaker-of-the-House-of-Representatives [https://perma.cc/P5VJ-SKQP].} Speaker Boehner incurred little political risk in using his power to block Obama’s agenda, especially given the rapid rise of the Tea Party’s influence in the Republican Party.

Perhaps the next most important ramification of the midterm massacres was the collateral losses that the Democratic Party experienced in races for governor and state legislature.\footnote{See \textit{infra} notes 316-18 and accompanying text.} Following the 2010 elections, the Democrats lost a net six governorships (eleven losses, five wins) and a total of 725 state legislative seats around the nation.\footnote{Audrey Wall, \textit{2010 Legislative Elections, The Council of St. Gov’ts Knowledge Ctr.} (July 1, 2012, 12:00 AM), http://knowledgecenter.csg.org/kc/content/2010-legislative-elections-0 [https://perma.cc/3TPU-VPGD].} With these Democratic losses, the GOP picked up majorities in twenty-three legislative chambers, the largest state-level gains for the Republican Party since 1966.\footnote{Charlie Cook, \textit{The Lessons of 2010}, \textit{Nat’l J.}, Aug. 2, 2014, at 15.} The GOP made additional progress at the state level in 2014.\footnote{Allysia Finley, \textit{Behind the GOP Statehouse Juggernaut}, \textit{Wall St. J.}, Dec. 12, 2014, at
Flowing from the state-level successes in 2010 was a GOP that put itself into a commanding position to control the redistricting process in many states.\(^{318}\) Constitutionally, districts are required to be redrawn every ten years, and the GOP influenced the redrawing of many district lines prior to the 2012 election.\(^{319}\) The result of this redistricting process was a sharp decline in the number of competitive House seats and an inherent advantage for the GOP until the next redistricting begins after the 2020 elections.\(^{320}\) Some analysts believe that the Democratic Party has little prospect of regaining a majority in the House of Representatives before 2022.\(^{321}\) Even if a Democrat wins the presidential election in November 2016, it seems likely that a Republican majority in the House will be in place to frustrate the new President’s legislative ambitions.\(^{322}\)

The Democratic loss of the Senate majority in 2014 is of less consequence than it may seem at first blush. For Obama there are few policy reforms that he has been able to enact into law with fifty-five Democrats in the Senate that he cannot enact with forty-six Democratic seats.\(^{323}\) This is because sixty votes are typically required in the Senate.\(^{324}\) Moreover, because Obama lacks a sympathetic House majority, the switch of the Senate majority is of very limited policy significance.\(^{325}\)

The loss of the Senate majority in 2014 may also be of less long-term significance than the loss of the House majority in 2010, because the structure of the Senate elections in 2016 created a distinct possibility that the Democrats could retake the Senate majority in January 2017.\(^{326}\) The four-seat Senate cushion that the Republican Party won in 2014 diminished the likelihood that the Democrats
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would be able to win enough seats in the November 2016 elections to recapture the Senate majority, but a Democratic House majority was much less likely than a Democratic Senate majority.\footnote{Larry J. Sabato, Kyle Kondik & Geoff Skelley, \textit{Senate 2016: Flip Flop}, UNIV. OF VA. CTR. FOR POL. (Sept. 1, 2016), http://www.centerforpolitics.org/crystalball/articles/senate-2016-flip-flop/ [https://perma.cc/ETY9-UWP4].}

XX. **KEY ELEMENTS OF A COUNTERFACTUAL OBAMA PRESIDENCY**

Without question, the midterm massacres were devastating to President Obama and the Democratic Party. Obama's policy agenda and low job-approval ratings contributed to the massacres. What steps could have been taken by the Obama White House to mitigate the massacres, without simply surrendering the President's policy agenda? The details of a counterfactual Obama presidency are described in a recent book-length examination of the Obama presidency,\footnote{See generally John D. Graham, \textit{Obama on the Home Front: Domestic Policy Triumphs and Setbacks} (2016).} but here are the key elements of a strategy that Obama might have taken to advance his agenda while protecting the careers of dozens of moderate Democrats in Congress.

First, the Obama White House should have taken firm steps to detoxify his health care initiative from a political perspective. For starters, the most controversial ideas in the debate should have been taken off the table at the start: the single payer idea and the public option, since neither idea could be passed in the Senate but both were used by the Tea Party and the GOP leadership to paint Obama as a proponent of socialized medicine. The House vote on a bill that included the public option proved to be an unnecessarily controversial vote for House Democrats.\footnote{See Dan Lothian, \textit{Senate Panel Votes Down Public Option for Health Care Bill}, CNN (Sept. 29, 2009), http://www.cnn.com/2009/POLITICS/09/29/senate.public.option/ [https://perma.cc/ZL64-GTT9].} Moreover, Obama's original campaign stance against the individual mandate was politically prudent, and should have been maintained throughout the debate on the Affordable Care Act. The individual mandate was the most unpopular feature of the Affordable Care Act,\footnote{Zachary Tracer & Caroline Chen, \textit{The Individual Mandate: Obamacare’s Unpopular, Pivotal Point}, BLOOMBERG (Feb. 12, 2016, 7:11 PM), http://www.bloomberg.com/quicktake/individual-mandate [https://perma.cc/QN37-F7P3].} and the Obama administration ultimately took numerous executive steps to delay and weaken it.\footnote{Chris Jacobs, \textit{Weakening Obamacare’s Individual Mandate—and the Law}, WALL ST. J. (Feb 7, 2015, 8:01 AM), http://blogs.wsj.com/washwire/2015/02/07/weakening-obamacares-individual-mandate-and-the-law [https://perma.cc/KT5T-J55Q].} In other words, House and Senate Democrats voted for a version of the Affordable Care Act that was much more controversial than it needed to be. The other key features of the Affordable Care Act, if implemented properly, would not have hurt the President or his party politically, especially the insurance
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exchange and the Medicaid expansion. On the implementation side, Obama should have been more attentive in making sure he had the proper expertise in place at the Department of Health and Human Services to implement the insurance exchanges and avoid the web site fiasco that hurt Senate Democrats in 2014.332

Second, the Obama White House should have pursued climate policy with executive actions, since the U.S. Supreme Court had already ruled that the EPA had the power to address climate change under the Clean Air Act.333 The legislative “cap and trade” proposal added unnecessary controversy to Obama’s first term, and forced numerous House Democrats to take a bad vote. Since it was fairly clear from the outset that “cap and trade” would be difficult to pass in the Senate (indeed a Senate vote was never taken on Obama’s proposal), the White House should never have asked for a vote in the House.

Finally, the President should have included in his 2009-2010 legislative agenda some initiatives that would have been appealing to centrist House Democrats who need to collaborate with some Republicans in order to buttress their credibility among constituents and donors. Promising examples of centrist initiatives that Obama did support later in his presidency are regulatory reform and corporate tax reform. Those long-run, pro-growth initiatives could have been championed by centrists in the Congress as complementary to Obama’s near-term economic-recovery efforts.

In sum, Obama was an effective President on his domestic agenda but could have been even more effective over his eight-year reign if he had not contributed to such large Democratic defeats in his two midterm elections. For sure, we have shown that some of those losses were inevitable, since they occurred due to factors that were outside of White House control. But, we have also shown the White House handling of health care,334 climate change,335 and other issues contributed to the midterm massacres, and the electoral losses associated with those issues could have been mitigated.

332. See supra Part XIII.
334. See supra notes 330-33 and accompanying text.
335. See supra note 334 and accompanying text.